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The ToolBelt App Is Now Available on the Apple App Store and
Google Play
ToolBelt is a better way for general contractors and subcontractors to connect with
existing contacts and expand their networks.

Vancouver, WA (June 18, 2019) – ToolBelt Inc. is excited to announce that its mobile
app, ToolBelt, is now available for download on the Apple App Store and Google Play.
With the residential construction industry facing a skilled labor shortage, ToolBelt is
tackling the industry’s biggest challenge- limited production capacity. Currently, general
contractors and subcontractors rely on word of mouth tactics to connect for projects.
This method causes problems for both sides because they have to deal with
communication gaps, conflicting schedules, and tapped out networks. ToolBelt bridges
the connection gap with one central place for all parties to connect, post open projects,
and find available work. Easy-to-use and a valuable tool, the ToolBelt app was created
for contractors by contractors.

ToolBelt is accessible to all members of the residential construction industry, with
automatic bilingual translation between Spanish and English for projects and messages.
Contractors can now communicate with tradespeople quickly, even if they don't speak
the same language. ToolBelt doesn't just break language barriers; it also keeps all the
important details about projects in one central place, reducing the chance for
misunderstandings and errors.

ToolBelt does even more than help contractors communicate. It increases their
production capacity and helps them find projects faster than before. Contractors will
-more-

finally be able to fill their schedules with consistent work and make more money.
ToolBelt will create a shift in the way the construction industry communicates and works
on projects.

ToolBelt is currently enrolling contractors and tradespeople in the Vancouver/Portland
area and is planning on expanding across America by 2020. Download the app today by
visiting ToolBelt’s website.
About ToolBelt Inc.
ToolBelt is the first company to provide a solution to the residential construction
industry's biggest problems- limited production capacity and communication
breakdowns. ToolBelt allows contractors to connect with their existing contacts and to
expand their networks. As a leader in the residential construction industry, ToolBelt's
vision is to help contractors connect more, build more, and make more money. ToolBelt
won the Beaverton Startup Challenge in December 2018. The company's headquarters
are in Vancouver, WA. To learn more, visit mytoolbelt.com.
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If you would like more information about ToolBelt, please email Melissa Eldridge at
melissa@toolbelt.work or visit mytoolbelt.com.

